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Multi-Purpose Sensory Mat 
 

BMG100 
 
A 2 Meter diameter red vinyl circle with four curved soft mats which Velcro onto the inner to create a seating area. 12 
spots of different textured material creates 12 seats. 
 
Benefits 
2 Meter small size enables the mat to fit in smaller baby or toddler rooms, enabling it to be a permanent feature of the 
room.  
Provides a focused area for all group activities, such as story, singing and baby massage. 
Wipe clean vinyl inner, makes this ideal for al messy play activities. 
Soft seating provides a comfortable place to sit for children and adults. 
Sensory spots provides variety of tactile experiences for children as well as a focused seating area. 
Removable seating can be opened out to create pathways to move along to encourage crawling and other movements.  
Size enables the Visual Perception Soft Mat, Playmat and Circle Mirror to be placed in the centre to enhance your group 
activities. 
 

Activities 

The Multi-Purpose Sensory Mat, is small enough to be a permanent feature in many baby or toddler rooms. Place items for 

babies or toddlers to play with, such as a sensory treasure basket to encourage them to crawl onto the mat.  

The wipe clean inner vinyl is suitable for messy play activities.  Place rice breakfast cereal, gloop, paint or other messy ac-

tivities in the centre of the mat and sit babies around it to play with, and in, the messy activity. Both baby and vinyl are 

easily cleaned up! (Please note that some makes of paint may discolour the surface of the vinyl). 

Place the Visual Perception Soft Mat, or the Playmat and Circular Visual Perception Mirror into the centre, and use any of 

the activities upon the activity cards for these items, for individual or group activities. 

Let babies crawl to, and touch and explore each sensory tactile spot. 

The Multi-Purpose Sensory Mat is the ideal place for your group activities, as it provides a focus for your song or story time. 

The toddlers and babies enjoy sitting upon the spots on the soft outside mats.  

It is also great for adult and baby groups, such as Baby Moves, baby massage or signing, place the Visual Perception Soft 

Mat in the centre and babies can lie on their tummy for the massage. The outside soft mats are comfortable for adults and 

practitioners to sit on as well as small children. The mat will comfortably fit six adults plus babies in a circle. 

The four outside soft mats can be placed in a curved line around the room, toddlers can walk, jump or crawl along the line 

as it snakes around the room. Can they jump from spot to spot?  Place obstacles across their path, such as the Toddler 

Tumble, Rockroad Beam, Rockyroad Tunnel, Rockyroad Balancer and Squidgy Rolls to make an obstacle course. Toddlers 

can create their own obstacle course by arranging the items as they wish.  ake up stories about where you are traveling to 

on your journey around the room, you could be trains along a track, or fishes in the sea.  

 


